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Panel: The Nature of the Problem
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Nature of the Problem: Why are Rx Prices so high
in the US?
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Root Causes
• No price regulation in US – rely on free market to determine prices
• But how well do these markets work?
• The doctor makes the choice between drugs
• Doctor does not know the net price
• That net price depends on the patient’s insurer

• The patient is the final consumer, but usually insured
• Insurance means patient either pays zero, a fixed amount, or
even list price (in a deductible)
• None of those is a market price
• PBM as a “shopper” and price negotiator is no longer working well

Why now? Last 10 years have seen a
cumulation of factors

…that increase list prices and net transaction prices
• Fragmentation in innovation – leads to free-riding

• Design of Part D - making catastrophic region profitable
• Protected classes – gives buyer no bargaining power
• Biologic market share growing – and little biosimilar entry
• Biosimilar entry deterrence – pay-for-delay, loyalty rebates, etc
• PBM consolidation – makes PBM less good agent for client (now seeing a market response to this)
• Generics: price-fixing antitrust cases, lower time to market
• Many consumers have high deductible plans – and thus must pay these list price in the deductible
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